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I. INTRODUCTION

maximizeprofits given the numberof products. The other strand is the choice of the
total numberof productsto produce, given
the set of prices.Bailey [1] has examinedthe
first in considerabledetail, but the second
has scarcely been attempted. This paper
concentrateson the second question.Results
are contrastedwiththe work done previously
on the multiproductfirm and with those of
the analysisof a single-productfirmcontemplating whetherto begin operations.
Another distinguishingcharacteristicof
this paper within the theory of the multiproductfirm is the assumptionthat a block
of indivisible1inputs not previouslyused is
associatedwith the introductionof an additional product.This entails a lump-sumexpenditurefor such inputs, and the resulting
cost characteristicis seento be a factorin the
decision for diversification.
Our paperdoes not assumecosts of transfer of fixed inputs from one product to
another,and in that senseit does not produce
resultsrelatedto such a dependenceof productionsets [5].

It could reasonably be argued that the
multiproductfirmis the rule ratherthan the
exceptionin the moderncapitalisteconomy.
Its empiricalrelevanceand the peculiarcost
and demandsituationsusuallyfaced by such
a kind of firm should invite theoreticalexaminationof its decision-makingprocessand
developmentof tools to that effect. Surprisingly little has been written[1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6],
however, with the result that concepts and
methods of analysis of the conventional
single-productfirmhave not been appliedto
problemsof the multiproductfirm,and consequentlyno suitable modificationof them
has become available.
This paperis a step towardsthis direction.
Its purposeis to constructdiagramsand develop simple mathematicalanalysis of the
decision-makingprocessof the multiproduct
firm.Specifically,we describethe decisionof
the firmregardingthe numberof productsit
shouldproduce.In the multiproductfirmthe
decision on profit maximizationinvolves a
further dimension in comparison with the
1 Indivisibilitymay be technicalnecessityor simply
single-productfirm.One strandof analysisis a matter
of technologyconformingto economic conthe choice of the set of prices which will ditions.

I
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The simple distinction between units of
product and units of output of each product
seems central for the understanding of the
peculiar cost and demand conditions facing
the multiproduct firm. Work in this area requires concepts heavily dependent on this
distinction. For example, the concept of
marginal cost can be applied to a new product and also to units of output within this
product. The same holds for marginal revenue. Our costs are defined with this distinction in mind, as the conventional concept of
costs with respect to units of output not only
fails to yield familiar maximization rules for
the multiproduct firm but also runs into
fundamental difficulties when the demands
for the various products are assumed interdependent.
FIRM:ASSUMPTIONS
II. THE MULTIPRODUCT
CONCERNINGCOST AND DEMAND

For the construction of a simple, readable
diagram illustrating the profit-maximizing
decision of the multiproduct firm when the
number of products is the decision variable,
we make the following assumptions.
A multiproduct firm can produce x number of differentiated products. The units of
output qi sold from each product i are beyond its control and depend on demand
conditions. The costs of production comprise, first, an overall amount of overhead
costs, F, which are not affected by either the
introduction of a new product or the variation of output within each product. Second,
the continued production of a new product
involves a fixed product cost, fi, not affected
either by the output of this or other products
or by the introduction of other products.
Third, there are the costs associated with
output, qj, within each product i, and varying with that output. These will be called
output costs, Ci(qi).
On the demand side, it is assumed that all
units of output of all products command the
same price p, constant and insensitive to the
firm's variations in the number of products.
This implies that the firm's products are, in

this case, closely related although not identical. In general the products are assumed to
be gross substitutes except when they are
independent. Gross substitutability means
that the cross elasticity of demand is positive,
which would imply that the introduction of
a new product may have an adverse effect
on the sales of the previous products.
For the purpose of mathematical presentation, in the case where demands are interdependent it is convenient to use the symbol
qil,, which represents the output of good i
when x products are being produced.
The total revenue when x products are
produced is then
TR, = p

_

i=1

qilx.

(1)

If demands for the products are independent
(1) can be written more simply as
TRX = p

i=1

qj.

(2)

It is convenient to number the products in
the order they would be brought into production if first the single most profitable good,
then the two most profitable goods, then the
three most profitable goods had to be chosen,
and so on.2 By most profitable we mean
jointly most profitable.3
2
Orderingin termsof profitabilitywithinthe chosen
most profitableproductsis immaterial.Suppose A is
the single most profitablegood. The productionof B
may so reducesales from A that the profit from B is
greater than the profit from A with both A and B
being produced.This is no problemfor the diagram
or the analysis.Further,we do not requirethat if the
two most profitablegoods A and B are chosen the
profit from B, IrB/A,B, be greater than that of any
other good, say C, rcIA,c. This is becauserr/A,C >
does not necessarilyimply that A and C are
-rB/A,B
jointly the most profitablepair. AI/A.C may be less
than
CrCIA,C is the profit from C given that
'A/AB.
both A
and C are produced.The other symbols can
be interpretedsimilarly. For further discussion regardingthe orderingsee footnote 3.
1As stated above in the text, the productsare arrangedin the order in which they would be brought
into productionif firstthe singlemost profitablegood,
then the two most profitablegoods had to be chosen,
and so on. Here most profitablemeans jointly most
profitable. For the purposes of the mathematical
presentationit is convenientto numberthe productsin
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A basic assumption of this paper on the
cost side is the existence of the fixed product
cost f defined above. For the convenience of
the diagram and because there are empirical
counterparts to this assumption (see below),
it is assumed that this cost is the same for all
products which the firm contemplates, although it is very easy to specify that ft depends on the number of products x. It is also
assumed, for the sake of this diagram, that
output cost functions are the same for all
products; i.e., Ci(qi) can be written C(qi).
Again there is empirical relevance to this
assumption; although it is not necessary for
the analysis, the more general case is set out
mathematically in equation (16) below.
The total variable product cost associated
with x number of products and qi units of
output within each product is then

3
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FIGURE
III. NEW CONCEPTS IN FAMILIAR-LOOKINGDIAGRAMS

Figure lb illustrates the choice by the
multiproduct firm of the number of products
to produce to maximize profits. The number
of products (and not the output of each) is
measured on the horizontal axis, while costs
and revenues are measured on the vertical.
(3) The products are in order of increasing
TVPCZ = fx
C(qq,j).
+-•
profitability, asexplained in footnote 3.
The total cost, including the overhead
Strictly, each line in Figure lb should be
costs F, is
drawn as a step function with each segment
of length one unit rather than as a smooth
(4) curve. For instance, even in the simplest case
TC, = F + fx +
C(qil,).
il1
of independent demands where the extra
-"
this orderprovidedno productonce chosen dropsout
from an extra product (MRP,) is
revenue
of the most profitablegroup with an increasein the
numberof products.That is, the singlemost profitable simply the value of sales from that product
productis called number 1, the extra productchosen (see equation (7)), an extra product will
when two productsare producedis called number2,
and so on. In symbols, suppose we have a group of cause a discrete change in MRPX. APR,,
goods, A, B, - - - Z. If A is at least as profitableas MRP. and MPC. (defined and explained
any other good, then
below) are illustrated as step functions in
...
=
i
Z,
B, C,
Figure la. The smooth curves in Figure lb
rWa2 ri
is the profitfrom the ith good alone; good A are obtained by joining up the midpoints of
whereW7r
can be given number 1. If A and B together are at each step. This is done purely for ease of
least as profitableas any other pair of goods, then
reading.4
Rather interestingly, Figure lb looks per7rA/A.i
7'BIA,B + 7rAA,B > ri/A,i
"+
fectly familiar and identical to the standard
where 7B/A,B is the profit from B given that A and B
are produced simultaneously. 7rA/A, B and 7rilA,i can
diagram of the single-product firm, but in
be similarly interpreted.Good B can be given the actual fact the economic meaning of the
number2.
If a productis includedwhenx productsare chosen
but not when x + 1 products are chosen there is a
problemin the numberingof the productsbut not in
the arrangementof the groups of productsalong the
axis of the graph. In this situation marginalproduct
cost is the differencebetween producingx + 1 best
products in combination and the x best productsin
combination.

SA similar simplification is often made in the
analysis of the single productfirm in the case where
each unit of output is indivisible. Marginal revenue
can then only declinein discretesteps with each extra
unit sold. Note that in Figure lb the revenuecurves
are drawnas straightlines (as is common in the case
of the single product firm) also purely for convenience.
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curves of the multiproduct firm is quite different. Consider, for example, the Average
Product Revenue curve (labelled APR.): it
shows, as its name suggests, the average
revenue per product when x number of
products are chosen.
APRX = p

i=l1

(5)

qix/x

The assumption made above that the products are gross substitutes means that, as the
number of products increases, the average
number of units of output sold per product
(and hence the average revenue per product)
decreases. Thus, the APRX declines not because of the price (which is constant per
unit of output sold from each product) but
because of the assumed demand conditions.5
This condition, it will be noted, can obtain
even with independent demands (where the
addition of a new product does not affect the
sale of the previous ones) provided that the
intensity of demand for additional products
declines and, hence, at the constant price,
fewer units of output are sold from each
additional product.
The MPRx curve shows, in the case of
interdependent demands, the total revenue
from product x minus the revenue lost from

the x - 1 products when the xth product is
introduced.
MPRX = TR, - TRx--1

+

=
p(qx-x

i=l

{Iqix -

(6)
q,1-xi)

= pn(x),
where n(x) are the net new sales, that is, the
sales of the xth product qx,/ less the loss of
sales from the other x - 1 products.
On the assumption that the demands are
independent, the marginal revenue from the
xth product is simply equal to the value of
sales from that product; that is,
MRPx = pqx.

(7)

With a uniform price, MPR, will usually
be positive. It may reach zero when the
introduction of a new product simply detracts sales from the previous products but
does not bring any net new sales. It may
also become negative if the introduction of a
new product x cuts down the sales of the
previous products by a number of units
greater than those sold of the xth product.'
When demands are independent, the
MPRx curve will decline (or be horizontal)
for the same reasons as those given for the
A PR, curve.
6 The mathematical requirementfor a
declining
One of the major advantages of our diaaveragerevenue productcurve (APRx) is
grammatic presentation is that, despite the
x
X-1
-

1)J.

6 The fact that, with the uniform price, the consumers' marginalrates of substitutionof products 1
This would not hold in the general case of a multi- to x must be equal to unity under competitivecondiproduct firm where the products may be comple- tions on the consumers'side of the market does not
ments.
precludethis possibility.

(qil/x)

<

[qi/x-1/(x
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existence of interdependent demands which
cause output costs to change with the addition of an extra product, the curves showing
the cost of an extra product do not shift.7
The Average Variable Product Cost Curve
(labelled A VPC.) shows the product cost f
plus the average of output costs per product
when x products are produced.

5
x-1

=

f + C(qxx) +
-

C(qilx)

_(10)

=f + L(x),

where L(x) is the net output cost, that is,
the cost due to the output of the xth product
plus the reduction in output costs of the
=f +
(8) previous x - 1 products. Given gross sub(C(qilx)/x).
AVPCx
stitutability, this change will always be a
negative
amount, and it is conceivable that
Under some conditions8 the A VPCx curve
it may be greater in absolute value than the
must decline or remain horizontal. If it does
other two elements of the MPCx together;
keep declining, it must be asymptotic to a
in this case, MPC becomes negative. This is
horizontal line lying at the height of f units
possible only if average output cost is inabove the horizontal axis.
with the level of output so that recreasing
The Average Total Cost Curve (labelled
duced output of each product reduces averATCx) is
age output cost of that product.
On the assumption that the demands are
ATC, = TC,/x.
(9)
independent, MPCGis simply the fixed prodATCx declines not only because of the rea- uct cost (f) plus the output costs of the xth
sons which make AVPCx decline but also product; i.e.,
because of the distribution of overhead costs
MPCx =f + C(q,).
onto more products.
(11)
the
Product
Cost
Curve
Marginal
Finally,
Now that all the cost concepts have been
(MPC,) shows the change in total costs with
defined
it is appropriate to discuss a conthe introduction of the xth product.
ceptual difficulty concerning the nature of
MPCx = TC, - TCX_1
marginal costs when output is changed by
the addition of differentiated products. The
7This follows directly from the mathematical
statement (3) in the text but is perhapsnot easy to difficulty arises if one considers the total
grasp intuitively. If the 11th product is introduced, units of output from all products as a measthe output costs of the previous 10 productswill de- ure of the firm's
activity and insists on treatcline given that 11 productsare being produced.The
the
ing
marginal cost concept in the conoutput cost of 10 productsgiven that 10 productsare
being producedis of course not affected.This is the ventional sense. Even in the case of indecost that is plotted on the diagram.
pendent demands this concept of marginal
8The A VPCZ curve will decline if the output of the
xth productwhen x productsare producedis less than cost could lead to faulty decision-making
or equal to the average output per product when since it does not take into account the fixed
x - 1 productsare produced;i.e.,
product cost f. In contrast, the MPC inX- 1
cludes f which would conventionally be con- 1).]
< i=l
sidered an average cost component. In the
[qilx-1/(x
qx/
case
of interdependent demands, the conThe A VPC, curve will decline in these circumstances
even if the average output cost of each product ventional concept used in this way is not even
C(qi)/qi increasesas each output qiz is reducedwith clearly defined. A change in output will be
expanded number of products. Notice that the contion for the APR, curve to decline (see footnote 5) is accompanied by a change in the way output
slightlyweakerthanthis, so thateven witha downward is distributed among the number of products,
sloping revenuecurvethe A VPC, curvemay increase. quite likely causing the total cost of any
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level of "output" to shift.' For example, pn(x) > f+ L(x) and
when the introduction of an additional
pn(x + 1) < f + L(x + 1). (15)
product reduces the sales of the previous
products by an amount equal to the sales of The first expression from (15) states that the
the additional product,1'the total costs of the net new sales (whether positive or negative)
firm will most probably change while the must exceed the fixed product cost and the
total number of units of output will remain net
output cost of the xth product. The
the same. In another case, when the intro- second expression from (15) states that for
duction of an additional product reduces the
optimality of the xth product, the x+ 1 prodsales of the previous products by an amount uct must reduce total enterprise profit. Nogreater than the sales of the additional prod- tice that overhead costs F do not enter the
uct," the total number of units of output de- decision to add an extra product.
creases; if, then, the total cost increases beIn Figure lb, the profit-maximizing numcause of the fixed product costf, it may seem ber of
products is oa, where MPR = MPC.
that the conventionally defined marginal The maximum profit is shown as the area
cost is negative, although in the sense given
bcgh. As mentioned above, although strictly
above it is again undefined.
the cost and revenue curves are discontinuous with each change in the number of
AND THENUMBER
IV. PROFITMAXIMIZATION
OF PRODUCTS
products, for convenience they are drawn as
Thus the condition for a maxiLet total profit from the enterprise when x continuous.
mum
of
profit appears as an equality MPR,
products are produced be
= MPCX.
In the more general case where costs and
(12)
r, = TR, - TCx.
For a local maximum of profit with re- prices differ among products and where
are not necessarily substitutes, we
spect to the number of products it is suffi- goods
no
have
difficulty in determining mathecient that with x products profits increase,
but that with x + 1 products profits dimin- matically the most profitable number of
products. This is a two-stage procedure. We
ish, 2 i.e.,
can first assume that a previous decision has
7rx- 7rx-> 0 and 7rx- 7rx+l> 0. (13) been made concerning the level of these
prices, or a series of trial prices can be used.
An equivalent expression is
Given these, the total profit from x products
MPR, - MPC, > 0 and
is as follows:
MPCx+x < 0.
Using (6) and (10), (14) becomes
MPR,+1

-

(14)
7rx

=

pPiqix
(16)

9The differentdistributionof output within each
- [F +
+
C(qil,)].
product will of course not affect costs if C(q,) is a
xf,(x)
linearfunctionof qjand C is the samefor all products.
_
Becauseof the fixed productcost f a new productwill The
products which are included are the
always change total costs.

most profitable in combination when x
goods are to be produced. The condition for
the most profitable number of products is
This maximumcondition assumesa fixedprice for all then given in (13) above.
When is it profitable for the firm to operate
products.The pricecan be fixedfor reasonsof marketing or because of collusion. Alternatively,for any at all? It will pay the firm to operate if at the
given numberof productsa price can be found which
will maximize profits by simple differentiationof 7r, optimum product number all costs, includwith respectto p.
ing overhead, are covered. In our case of
"0i.e., when MPR, = 0.
n i.e., when MPRx < 0.
12
If T7r = 7rz_1, then this profitlevel will be a local
maximum if 7rx- - 7r-2 > 0 and 7r - rxz+1> 0.
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grosssubstitutes,if for the singlemost profitable product MPR does not cover MPC
then it would definitelynot pay to produce
other products except at a higher price.'3
Thus, in Figure lb the marginal product
revenuecurvemust start above the marginal
product cost curve. When they cut, the
second-orderconditions for a maximumof
profitwill hold. If for the singlemost profitable productMPR is less than MPC, then
we have a sufficientbut not a necessarycondition for the firm to shut down. It may be
that overhead costs are so high that total
costs are coveredat any scale,whileMPR >
MPC for the single most profitableproduct.
The possibility of MPC and/or MPR
being negativewas pointed out in the previous section. Despite their special nature it
may be instructiveto considerthese cases as
13MPRx > MPC1is the same as APRx > AVPCL
and in conventionalterms amountsto price less than
averagetotal cost excludingF or
P < (f/ql1i) + C(ql1,)/qi,.
The proof that if MPR1 < MPCI then furtherproducts at the same price will not produceoverall profitability follows most easily by first considering the
case of constantoutputcosts. Let k equalthe constant
averageoutput cost C(qilx)/qilx.The total profitfrom
x goods is then
qix -

7rX= (p - k)
i-1

fx - F.

7

xPRx
APR

O

MPCX

O

ATCX
AVPCX
X
OF PRODUCTS
NUMBER

2.
FIGURE

theypertainto thedecisionof thefirmon the
optimumnumberof products.Figure 2
illustratesthe two conceivablecases. Suppose, first,that both MPC and MPR can
become negative. As mentionedabove, for
MPC to become negative average output

cost must be increasingin that range. If
the mostprofitthey cut as in the Figure,14
able numberof productsis againindicated
At pointa in
by theirpointof intersection.
theFigure,theintroduction
of thenewprod-

uct has added some net new sales, as is
obvious from the positiveMPRS. It has also

taken away sales of relativelyexpensively
producedunits of output from the previous
a-1 products,with the resultthat production

costsof theathproductareequalto thecost
reductioneffectedin the a-1 products.At
of thenewproduct
pointb, theintroduction

If the profit from the single most profitableproduct
excluding overheadcosts F is negative,i.e., MPR1-- simplydetractsfromthe sales of the previous
MPC1 > iri + F < 0, then the assumptionof gross
products,and hencethe MPR is zero. Costs
substitutesensuresthat
< qilux- so that from
qil•
xr•
however
are reduced in total, however, indicating
above production will remain
unprofitable
many goods are producedjointly. If average output that a better distributionof units within
costs are not constantbut decreasingan extraproduct
will cause costs to decreaseless than in proportionto productshas been achievedfrom the point
the decreasein average output per product, giving a of viewof cost."Expansion"
(intermsof the
worse picture.The case of increasingaverageoutput numberof products,that is) fromb to the
costs is more difficult.Mathematicallyit is true that
in the
even if MPR1 < MPC1the reductionin output per optimalpointc entailsa netreduction
all
total
units
of
sold
from
increased
so
reduce
caused
by
productsmay
output
product
products
costs that a positive profit is made. However, this together (the MPR is negative),but the remakeseconomicnonsense.Underthese circumstances
of the remainingoutputwithin
the entrepreneurwould raise his price achieving a distribution
more
in
the
reduction
This
is
with
return
output.
productsproducescost economiesmore
higher
particularlytrue if the negative profit for the single than the losses in revenue.Althoughlogmost profitablegood is due to marginaland average
thesituationat b or c maynot
output costs rising so fast that to meet demand fully icallypossible,
the firm must operate past the point where price
14The only other conceivableway for them to cut
equals averagetotal cost. Profit could be made posiwithout making the firm shut down is as in Figure 1.
tive simply by raising the price.
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continue, as it is then likely to be more simple case the more conventional output
profitable for the firm to raise the fixed price. diagram can be used to illustrate this point.
If the possibility of a negative MPR is
More formally from (14), (7) and (11), the
denied, the curve coincides with the hori- requirement for profit maximization is:
zontal axis from point b onwards. As long
> + Cx(qx) and
as the MPC remains negative, it pays the pqx f
(17)
firm to "expand," spreading the constant
+< f?-- Cx+(qx+i).
pqx+
output onto more products. With U-shaped If
ci(qi) is the average output cost of the ith
output cost curves, the MPC curve must
product, then (17) can be written:
eventually turn up and cut the horizontal
axis at a point, which is the optimum posi- p > (f/lq) +
cx(qx) and
tion in this case.15 Needless to say, further
(18)
p < (f/qx+)+ cx,(qx+,).
products with MPR = 0 may not exist
either.
That is, from (18), with independent demands the condition for profit maximization
V. COMPARISONS WITH CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT
is that, for each product, price must be
It is instructive to compare Figure lb to a
greater than the sum of the fixed product
diagram with total units of output on the cost and output cost both taken per unit of
horizontal axis (Figure 3). As pointed out
output of that product, yet these costs are not
earlier, conventional treatment breaks down covered if a further product is produced.
totally in the cases described by Figure 2.
Assume, for purposes of illustration only,
But even without those cases, the conven- that the
average output cost C(qi)/q, is contional output diagram suffers from several stant.
Figure 3 illustrates the decision-making
disadvantages.
of the firm concerning the number of prodAssume first the simple case where de- ucts: with the
price fixed at p, the optimum
mands are independent. Here it is clearly level of
output is q +- q2,with two products
apparent that average costs per unit of out- being produced.
put are involved in the decision to add an
A major defect of Figure 3 is that it does
extra product. Our marginal product cost not show whether the
enterprise as a whole
concept takes care of this fact, and in this operates at a profit, since the overhead costs
15Naturallythe firm can only expandif new prod- do not appear. Total cost, which includes F,
ucts existfor whichMPRX= 0. The marginalproduct must be covered if the
enterprise is to operate
cost curve must eventuallyrise again if the output of
at
Also
notice
that
if the fixed product
all.
eachproductbecomesso low that the firmsuffersfrom
exist
we
draw continuous
cost
not
could
diseconomiesof low productionof each product.
fdid
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average cost curves for output 2qi itself, as is
done by Clemens [3].
In fact, Clemens uses a similar diagram to
our Figure 3. His differs in that, with the
assumption of a single plant, the marginal
cost of a unit of output is the same regardless of the product mix. He can thus work
with a horizontally-added demand curve to
get the standard result for a price discrimination model that marginal revenue must be
the same in each market and equal to the
common marginal cost. Clemens' case, with
his simple assumption of independent demand can be dealt with in our model by
dropping the assumption of a fixed price.
Then, in our model, for maximum profit
prices should be chosen so that marginal
revenue equals marginal output cost for each
product. With respect to product number,
Clemens can state that a firm will not be in
equilibrium if there are any other markets in
which price is still greater than conventionally defined marginal cost. With the introduction of the fixed product cost f, the rule
for the profitable addition of an extra market is no longer the same. Price can be
greater than marginal cost with respect to
output of the ith market but less than average output cost (f/qj) + (C(qi)/qi) in the
ith market. Although the market satisfies
Clemen's rule, it may not be profitable if
there are any fixed product costs.
We can now return to the case of interdependent demands. As we claimed above,
the diagram with output along the horizontal axis is no longer useful. Every addition
of an extra product will shift down the demand curves of previous products. Along
with the change in total revenue from previous products there is a change in their total
costs. Although the cost curves do not shift,
outputs are altered, thus changing output
cost; therefore, the marginal product revenue
and the marginal product cost of the addition of an extra product are obscured. Price
may be greater than average total cost for
product x alone, yet product x may reduce
the total profit of the firm. We can no longer
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say in a situation as depicted in Figure 3 that
just two products should be produced. Total
profit may be higher with just one product.
Our product diagram lb does not suffer from
this deficiency.
We have examined some of the consequences of the fixed product cost, f, and of
interdependent demand in the theory of the
multiproduct firm. We shall now briefly consider the fixed overhead cost F and its effect
on the degrees of freedom of the multiproduct firm versus those of the single-product
firm. While it is still planning its form of
production, all costs (apart from planning
costs) will initially be variable for the singleproduct firm. This is not true for the multiproduct firm since in this partially shortrun
situation it has fixed overhead costs F arising
from its production of other products. If
the resources found in F contribute to the
new operation, the multiproduct firm will be
willing to enter a market with less profitable
demand conditions than are necessary for a
new firm to begin production. For any given
demand conditions, the multiproduct firm
will be at a profit advantage.
VI. EMPIRICAL
COUNTERPARTS

This section is devoted to mentioning some
problems in the analysis of which this paper
is directly applicable.
It should be noted that very common dimensions of differentiation are time and
space. For example, the service rendered by
a flight of an airline differs according to the
time of day, so that the services from each
flight should be considered as separate products. Within each flight, the number of seats
sold can vary, and this is the level of output.
Other examples of time and space differentiation are ferry services, fast food chains, hotel
chains, gas station chains, and food chain
stores, provided that they are managed centrally. Most of these cases are characterised
by overhead costs F, uniform fixed costs of
continued operation f, and output costs
C(q~i) which are in most cases not only the
same for each product but also constant per
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unit of output. Also, the price per unit of
output is in most of these cases uniformfor
all products and independentof their total
number.Thus,the assumptionsof SectionII
of this paper,althoughsimplifying,are seen
to applyto a wide rangeof actualproblems,
notwithstandingthe fact that most of them
are not essentialto the mathematicalargument.
The differentiationof productscan also be
partlycontrivedby the producer.Again this
paper is directly applicable. Examples are
casesin whichthe productis simplypackaged
differently and sold under another name
brand,and at a pricequite close to the "prevailing" price for similar products. Output
costs can then safely be assumedthe same,
whilef may be consideredto consist of promotion costs plus costs of changeover of
equipment.
VII.CONCLUSIONS

The theory of the multiproductfirm is
developedin this paper under the assumptions of uniformpriceper unit of outputand
the same outputcost conditionsfor all products. Thoughthese assumptionsseem overly

specialized,a multitudeof actualsituationsis
seento correspondquitecloselyto them.The
existenceof a fixed productcost and/or of
interdependentdemands necessitates new
conceptsfor the treatmentof the firm'sproblems, and renderstreatmentby conventional
tools at best inadequate16
and at worst impossible.17
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